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Welcome
Welcome to a world of money making that is unique. It's an opportunity to
build a residual income without any fear of loss. You can achieve monetary
growth within an existing framework that has been available since 2007 and has
never failed to pay participants.

If you've been around the internet marketing world for any time at all, you
know that internet years are much like dog years. In internet years, our main
instrument of safe, secure and steady growth can be considered to have been
around a very long time.

While there are pockets of the world that are not connected in any efficient
way to the internet, enough of the world is connected for our purposes.

The internet has also allows us to develop a global reach with, to some, an
irresistible offer. Although our global community initiative will require a little work
from everyone in our community, no one will have to shoulder an inordinate
amount of effort.
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A Community Of Comrades
What I mean by “A community of Comrades” is that everyone who enters
this realm of opportunity will truly be able to grow along with anybody else.

Our steady monetary growth will take advantage of the disparity of wealth
between the first world countries and those countries that may not have the
opportunities we have.

This will also be true here in my home country – the USA. There are plenty
of pockets of economic distress in America. We will all be able to reach out there
as well to lift everybody up who doesn't mind doing a little work on a keyboard.

The difference in our approach will mean that – in addition to growing
wealth – we can purposely reach out to many parts of the globe and offer the
same promise and opportunity to those residents as we have.

Thus, we will be growing an international community of like-minded
individuals who also would like to build a safe, secure, stable, steady growth of
income and asset accumulation – a worldwide community.
And none of us will be “selling” anything to anybody in this phase.
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Global Wealth Building
For a change, the world's economic disparities will work solidly in our favor
as we harness our main engine of growth building.

For example, a realistic growth target of, say, $10.00 (with a maximum
annual investment of $17.00) a day to start might not make you or I jump for joy.
However, it can be an achievable lifeline to individuals and families around the
globe.

A lifeline of very critical proportions to many. Even $6.00 per day could
support an entire family in many parts of the world. It's also a very big plus that
everyone in our community will be paid in US dollars!

What this means is we will be putting our offer in front of a starving crowd.
In this case, unfortunately, some of that crowd may actually be in danger of not
having enough to eat on a daily basis. The good news is our wealth building
strategy will not depend on any kind of significant investment on the part of our
community members. Our community members can start with sweat equity if
that is all they have.

This is a time to not only help global economic development, but to
position ourselves in front of the world masses who are striving mightily every
day to make it.

We can do good while doing well. And this will be true for

everyone!
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A Hand Up – Not A Hand Out
One of the major differences with this program is that all community
members will have access to all the same tools.

Once the “work” on our main site is finished each day, members will then
need to promote the availability of this program. There are plenty of free ways to
get the word out about this program without spending any money...but it is
important for all community members to commit to promoting our program.

Over the last 6 – 12 months, I've investigated and sampled many different
promotional avenues, free and paid.

When you become a member of our community's main site (economic
engine) and upgrade to take advantage of this much greater economic platform,
I will forward to you an Advertising Guide with all the tools listed that I use to
promote this site to new potential community members.

As a community member working with me, you will be entitled to ongoing
tips on how to harness various money sources along with blueprints describing
exactly how each will benefit you. We will be connected in the global economy
and partners in this great world of safe, secure, steady earnings.
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A Quick Overview
It's very simple. Join one main money- making site and then promote it to
“starving crowds.” This diagram represents Level 1, Part 1 of this program.
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All promo sites provide traffic to our main money site – which, then, acts
as the basic revenue generator. All the promo sites in this program can be
utilized for free.
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Great Markets To Tap
As much as possible, we will all use free promotion sites to generate
traffic. When possible, we may also utilize some very cheap, targeting paid
advertising. Also, whenever possible, we will turn this advertising into a selfliquidating program. That means that you will make more money than you
spend.

For example, in one of our targeted countries, you can hire a college grad,
highly educated and professional for about $US300/month. For many regular
citizens of this particular country, $US200 would be equivalent to a full time
position there. You'll soon see that our Global Economic Initiative will be a very
attractive proposition for what will be a “starving crowd.”

As for paid advertising, the cheapest ad source I have found would allow
us to expose our proposition to 1,000 real people views for $1.00. If just one
person joins our main money site and upgrades (which is really mandatory to
pull as much money out of this main program as possible), we will be paid $2.00
– making this a profitable ad program.

Even if we only break even on the ad program, that would be great. That
means if one person out of 2,000 joins and upgrades,we would have zero
cost out of our pocket to generate these new community partners. From then
one, every penny generated to us will be additional profit.
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Let's Get Started
Again, this is a very simple process. Just join our main site as one of my
partners (referral) and get the upgrade for a full year ($US17.00).

http://trackr.leadsleap.com/hgvgrk4x/GlobalMoneyBook
ClixSense is – in my view – the most reliable PTC (Pay-To-Click) site in
the world. It's been online since 2007 and has never missed a payout.

Most people think of a site like ClixSense as a very low-brow, simple way
to earn pennies. But, it can be so much more.
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How You Make Money-Part 1
Part one of this program will require small amounts of work on a regular
basis by everyone in our communities. There are 5-6 different ways to earn
money on this site. Here's a critically important point: the site pays out in US
dollars. This is really critical for the success of our business on an international
scale.

You can actually register your account with ClixSense without any
investment at all and make some money. Once you've registered your account
with Clixsense, get into the site and look around. Get familiar with the different
ways to earn some money. Take a few days to go online and check out all the
areas.

If all you want or need is to generate a little extra money for yourself and
your family, this is all you have to do. However, if you are interested in
generating a regular, growing amount of money that can really add options to
your life, you'll need to be a community builder.

You build your community by consistently introducing new people to this
unique, stable, dependable source of revenue.
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How You Make Money-Part 2
Part two is the world of direct referrals. A direct referral is someone who
joins ClixSense with your affiliate link. As the direct members of your community
all put in a bit of effort, you will earn cash from all the work your direct
connections complete. Remember, these are very simple tasks.

You may generate as many direct referrals as you can. There is no limit.
Here is what you can build as a “Standard” member:

As a “Standard” member of ClixSense, you can build your first line of
referrals as wide as possible...to infinity and beyond.

This is a very good program and you can make more cash by having direct
referrals.
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How You Make Money-Part 3
The third part of your activity is to become an upgraded (Premium)
member of ClixSense and build a wide and deep community. This requires a
yearly payment of $17.00 to ClixSense. But take a look at how this can affect
your income.

Build Your
Community

Generate More
US Dollars

Opportunity
As a Premium member, you can earn up to 8 levels deep from every direct referral.
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Examples And Proof
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Screen shots from the Clixsense site.
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This guy is new and is already pulling almost $5.00/day. This is pretty
good part-time pay for lots of people whom we can invite to our communities.
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Then upgrade to premium.

Once you have created your Premium account at ClixSense, Please send an
email direct to me @ edgarallenmarketing@gmail.com with your ClixSense User
Name. I'll check my CS Back Office to confirm your Premium Membership. Then
I will personally send you advertising tips
and sites I use to promote this program and
answer any questions you may have..
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